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Yuva Unstoppable is a reputed non-profit organization founded by Amitabh Shah in 2005. It empowers

various disadvantaged sections of the society in India (with better sanitation and hygiene facilities,

improved drinking water facilities, scholarships, digital classrooms and behaviour-change training). We

have impacted over 700,000 less privileged children and transformed over 1,700 schools since 2005 in

partnership with 100 plus top corporates.

Journey

The year was 2005. After declining a Wall Street job offer, Amitabh Shah and a group of zealous

individuals started Yuva Unstoppable as a youth-led and youth-driven organisation aiming to positively

change the lives of children and underprivileged youth. As Yuva started moving toward its development

goals, the then 23-year-old Amitabh strongly believed that education must assume the highest priority in

India’s development mission. He found there was an alarming shortfall within the system. The aim was

to transform the lives of underprivileged children and youth by maximising impact in the education

sector. Since its inception in 2005, Yuva has launched several programmemes such as the School

Transformation programmeme (building WASH facilities), the Education Scholarship scheme

Mission :

To educate and transform the lives of children and youth in India by bridging the digital divide by

providing devices and digital classrooms and developing sustainable infrastructure for clean water,

sanitation, hygiene. Inculcate a sense of self-belief, confidence, gratitude, compassion and passion

amongst the recipients.

Vision :

To transform 10,000 schools and positively impact 5 million children by 2027. To provide 10,000

scholarships to needy and deserving students in the next 5 years

About Yuva Unstoppable



Amitabh Shah (Founder)

After an MBA from Yale University, Amitabh declined a

Wall Street offer to work on the real streets of India. He

started Yuva Unstoppable at the mere age of 23 with the

sole focus of enabling and empowering youth to become

changemakers of tomorrow.

He is the youngest Indian to win the US Government’s

Ellis Island Award.

Amitabh believes ‘Gratitude, Self-Belief and Compassion’

are the 3 pillars for a meaningful life.

Abhi Shah (Non-Executive Cahirman)

Abhi Shah, an acclaimed entrepreneur and philanthropist, is

the Founder & former CEO of Inc. 5000-listed Clutch Group,

a leading Artificial Intelligence-powered Big Data Analytics

firm. Previously, Mr. Shah served as Vice Chairman of

Black Rock-backed Morae Global Corp.

Mr. Shah was named Entrepreneur of the Year by EY,

Maverick of the Year and Executive of the Year by American

Business Awards, Gold Winner at Best in Business

International Awards, National Champion for the UK at

European Business Awards, and Business Icon of India. He

has been featured on CNBC, Bloomberg, and Fox Business, and in the Wall Street

Journal, Barron’s, Financial Times, and a Harvard Business School case study.

Mr. Shah earned an MBA from Harvard Business School and has completed the Eisenhower Leadership

Development program led by former US President George H.W. Bush, the Artificial Intelligence

program from MIT, the Making Corporate Boards More Effective program from Harvard Business

School and the Board Leadership Fellowship from NACD.

Team





School Transformation via WASH

Poor sanitation, lack of access to clean drinking water, and inadequate personal hygiene

are responsible for 88% of waterborne diseases among children in India. In the year 2012-13,

we first conducted a survey in 35 schools and understood that they lacked a number of

important facilities that are needed by a child for a proper education.

Of all the problems identified, the following were critical problems such as lack of proper

sanitation, facilities, lack of hygiene, access to clean water and absence of a vibrant and

motivating campus, were improved in the year 2021-22

School Transformation Projects

A majority of government schools have dilapidated buildings that receive nominal

amounts for maintenance. Basic facilities such as washrooms are unusable with no

water connections, safety issues, no separate drinking water/ wash area, and dull

ambiance resulting in poor motivation levels for students and teachers. This

programme aims to provide and improve sanitation, drinking & hand wash facilities,

and other infrastructure improvements essential for the running of a school and to

create an atmosphere of cheer and motivation while learning. The programme will

also set up fully equipped digital classrooms that can be used to enhance learning

across different grades. Key components of the programme include – Sanitation

(separate toilets for boys and girls), Hygiene (separate drinking & dishwasher area),

Infrastructure (shade area, color work in school building), Digital Support (smart

classrooms, tablets), and Behaviour Change Communication (BCC). Through this

programme, we aim to make schools a better place to learn. This is facilitated by

creating a child-friendly learning environment in government or government aided /

municipal schools through infrastructure development and/or other infrastructure.

transformation



Google Future Classrooms

In 2018, inspired by the Union Government’s Digital

India initiative, we added a new dimension to our

School Transformation programmeme. Google Future

Classroom is a smart classroom equipped with a

Chromebook console, smart board, CPU, and technical

kit, that gives students an immersive digital experience.

A programmeme manager appointed by Yuva conducts

workshops where they teach students soft skills, technical skills, and basic computer literacy.

Digital Smart Class

education by increasing learning opportunities helps

students acquire skills such as problem solving,

familiarity with emerging technologies and self-

motivation. Yuva's smart class programmeme equips

schools with latest technology to conduct lessons on

digital platforms, giving students an easy interface to

learn crucial concepts. Teachers teach students on grade

6,7, and 8 on smart boards and students learn on tablets.



Water Harvesting Project

One of our key initiatives is the water harvesting

project, which aims to provide clean, reliable water

to communities. Through the water harvesting

project, we work with communities to design and

build water harvesting systems that capture and

store rainwater for later use. These systems can be

installed on rooftops, in open spaces, or other

suitable locations, and are designed to be simple,

cost effective, and easy to maintain. The benefits of

water harvesting are numerous. It helps conserve water resources and reduce the need for costly and

environmentally damaging water extraction methods. It also helps improve the financial stability of

communities by lowering water costs and can help improve public health by providing a clean, reliable

water source.

Renovation in School

Improving vital infrastructures in school required

for comfort for the students such as

Installment of shade for Meal Area to avoid

student to eat under sun , repairing of floor ,

Replacing benches and desks etc.

Smart TV Project

Installing Smart TV in school for better interactive

studies for students especially for junior kids and

also making studies Fun .



Projects Assessment



Since the outbreak of Corona Virus in the country, we started exploring ways to advance this vision

even in times of adversities. As a result, Yuva Unstoppable has become one of the first responders to the

crisis. We concentrated our efforts in a two-way approach – tackling immediate challenges and future-

preparedness.

Community Kitchen

The first step to combat the crisis was to address the

immediate challenges like poverty and hunger. For this, we

started community kitchens serving hot meals like ‘Khichdi’

(cooked rice and pulses) to about 1500-2000 poor, hungry

people every day.

Peek Into the Pandemic COVID-19



Ration and Hygiene Kit Distribution

To the vulnerable sections of the society
Gradually, in order to reach out to a larger number of

vulnerable sections of the society suffering in these

tough times, we joined hands with corporates and like-

minded institutions to distribute family essential kits.

These kits consisted of basic daily ration and hygiene

essentials like rice, wheat flour, pulses, spices, soaps,

sanitizers, face masks, etc. These kits last a family of

3-4 for 1-2 months.

To the frontline warriors
- Unstoppable Police Project – Under the

project, we distributed hygiene and safety kits

and Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) kits

for police personnel and their family members.

The kits consisted of basic safety equipment

like hand wash, hand sanitizers, masks, gloves

and a thank you note for their incredible spirit

and efforts in service of the nation.

- In addition to this, we also distributed PPE

kits among the health workers and media

personnel.



Janta Mentorship

It virtually connects talented but

needy beneficiaries of Yuva

Unstoppable’s Educational

Scholarship Program with mentors

from different walks of life for

one-on-one or group mentoring

sessions. The mentors range from

top corporate leaders and

employees to sportspersons,

entrepreneurs, doctors and counsellors, engineers, and people from many more fields. The idea is to

mentor and motivate the scholars to stay safe, healthy, positive, and productive while learning

something new during lockdown. Some of the major focus areas include: soft skills, career counselling,

financial literacy, effective communications, corporate etiquettes, leadership at workplace, etc.

Remote Learning
The world may have come to a halt,

but learning must never stop. To cope

successfully with government school

closures and consequent gap in

learning, we started teaching students

online through different modes of

ICT. We also do capacity building

sessions for teachers and conduct

online workshops and competitions to

engage students in a fun-filled manner.We also gave tablets & other digital devices like pre-owned PCs,

laptops to municipal school students supported by Yuva. For more details you can refer individual

program documents



Building Homes for the Homeless
In one of our latest initiatives, we are providing tarpaulin sheets

to the people living on the streets without any means of earning,

no or poor roof over their head, and scanty to feed their families.

Random Acts of Kindness

Along with and in addition to these initiatives, our field Teams and

volunteers across more than 41 cities are constantly engaged in

Random Acts of Kindness like:

1) Serving food packets to the needful

2) Providing water for construction workers

3) DIY mask-making to provide livelihood to women in distress



CAF 2710 ration & hygiene kits+2000 police kits

Exide 775 hygiene & safety kits

Ramboll 1000 ration & hygiene kits

United Way 371 ration & hygiene kits

Duravit 300 ration & hygiene kits+200 police safety kits

Samhita 1638 hygiene & safety kits

Vedanta 10000 ration & hygiene kits

JM Financials 2000 police safety kits

SDF 500 police safety kits

HDFC Securities 2841 nutrition & hygiene kits

SGS 1363 nutrition & hygiene kits + 3459 hygiene kits

TORF 60000 police safety kits

VIP 1800 nutrition & hygiene kits

MFF 300 nutrition & hygiene kits

Hexaware 30000 PPE kits for health workers

Total Number of Kits 121257

Ration & Hygiene Kits

Janta Mentorship

700+ Virtual

Mentoring

Session

350+ Mentors

and

Mentees

Figures



Digital learning



In today’s session with my mentor Mr. Vivek Ladha, Vice President, and Corporate Treasury at

Goldman Sachs was a great talk about formal skills required in today’s corporate environment. He gave

me all the important hacks about on how to draft formal e-mails. He also tips on formal dressing and on

corporate etiquettes. He also shared his personal contact number and email id for any further contact. All

in all it was a great learning experience!” – Vivek, Yuva Unstoppable Scholar

It was nice having conversation with Neha Kumari, working at Goldman Sachs. We discussed on

menstrual hygiene and how to manage during periods. We both sang song together; it was my best 60

minutes, where I enjoyed spending time with her. I am looking forward to meet her soon over the video

call. – Ritu Prajapati, Yuva Unstoppable Scholar

“Yuva Unstoppable was the first one to reach us during the pandemic, requesting the details of

vulnerable students and their family members' daily nutrition requirements. It was a great experience to

be part of the kit distribution to the needy families, thankyou Yuva Unstoppable for their initiatives.”-

Girishji, Principal GSSS Bhanvad, Churu, Rajasthan

“During the lockdown, I have lost my job and it was difficult for us to gather a meal for my family and

there was no immediate relief. However ,Yuva's volunteers were on the ground looking for vulnerable

families and distributing them essential nutrition kits. We are grateful to Yuva Unstoppable for their

social service during the lockdown and helping the vulnerable ones.”– Ramji, Daily Wage

Laborer ,NewDelhi

Thank you Yuva Unstoppable for distributing the Health and Hygiene kits in schools. -Lata, 5thStandard

Student, Girls Primary School, Haryana

Testimonials



Highlights



Media Coverage



Story 1

Hundreds of construction workers near MRF tyres site, Dahej have migrated from northern states in

India like UP, Bihar, Jharkhand to Gujarat in search of better source of income. Due to the COVID-19

induced lockdown, these daily wage labourers were one of the worst hit as their source of income was

lost. With state borders sealed and discontinuation of all forms of transportation allowing inter-state

movement, these labourers could not return to their hometown. This worsened their plight; they were

forced to stay behind with little certainty about future conditions. Poor, hungry, and vulnerable, they

were at great risk of falling susceptible to the deadly virus due to lack of availability of adequate

prevention and personal protection equipment like food, sanitizers, etc.

This is when CAF and Yuva Unstoppable intervened to provide them with the family essential kits

comprising of food plus preventive materials. It brought about great relief for these labourers and their

families who were staying together.

Story 2

An HIV centre in Ahmedabad is home to HIV positive children, most of who are orphans or neglected.

In some of the cases, their family members are also HIV positive and struggle to make ends meet. They

are children of daily wage labourers whose life has come to a standstill due to the outbreak of COVID-

19 and lockdown.

Yuva Unstoppable provided family essential kits to 50 children from this centre, of which 22 are

orphans Priya & Pranjal, 8 and 10 year-olds respectively, are two girls from this centre who are HIV

positive. They lost their father a year back. They stay with their mother and grandparents in a one room

house. Their father, the sole bread winner of the family, was an auto rickshaw driver. After he passed

away, their widowed mother had to become a daily wage labourer for survival. She works from morning

to night only to make a meagre income that can neither fulfil their basic needs nor support the education

of her two daughters. They eat at their relative’s place and Priya, despite being an 8-year old is still in

Kindergarten because of absenteeism due to illnesses. What’s worse, the family is indebted with the loan

Priya & Pranjal’s father had taken for the auto. And now, even the daily wage work has come to a halt.

Stories that makes us Unstoppable



Story 3

Nagora is a socio-economically backward slum area in old city area of Ahmedabad, one of the most at-

risk areas in the city where people still live under thatched roofs or tin sheds. It is home to hundreds of

migrants and daily wage labourers who have left their villages in search for better work and pay. The

geographical distance between each slum is too less to maintain social distancing and the families are

facing dire situations.

What makes it even worse is when many of the inhabitants in the slum area are widows, socially

ostracised and economically disadvantaged since years. These elderly, widowed women from such

under-served areas not only lack a stable source of income but also face discrimination on social

grounds due to orthodox thinking of the fellow slum dwellers. This further obstructs access to

opportunities and commodities for survival. Yuva Unstoppable distributed food kits to 15 such elderly

widows from the slum area to help them in this fight against COVID-19. It not only gave them the hope

to navigate these testing times, but also great happiness, emotional courage, and willingness to survive

as they felt ‘included’ and ‘cared for’.



Donors



+917600801762

info@yuvaunstoppable.org

www.yuvaunstoppable.org

304-305 HK House, Ashram Road,

Opp. Bata Showroom,

Ahmedabad - 380009 (Gujarat, India)
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